JWF Asks Community Support Bonds

Federation, BIG Express Accord In Exchange Of Letters

An exchange of letters between Julian Freeman, president of the Jewish War Veterans, and Emanuel Borinstein, city manager of the Bonds for the Israel Government, expressed a new spirit of harmony and cooperation between the two groups.

Samuel Darrow, Philadelphia, To Speak for Bonds

Samuel Darrow, Philadelphia, will be the featured speaker at a meeting of the Bonds for the Israel Government, Monday night, Nov. 30, at the Broadmoor Country Club.

Darrow is chairman of the Philadelphia campaign for the bond drive. He has been a prominent worker in United Jewish Appeal drives, and is the manufacturer of Botany woolen wear, according to Edward Borinstein, the directors of the Bonds for the Israel Government.

JWV Membership Committee to Meet

The membership committee of the Jewish War Veterans, 114, will meet at 8 p.m. Wednesday at the home of Adjutant Monroe Marcus, 1200 W. 20th St. Any member wishing to turn in names of new members may attend. Committee members are Saul Koh, Rabbi Edith Fischman, Monroe Morris, Harold Rappaport and Henry Feldman.

The next meeting of the committee will be Saturday, Dec. 6, at the prayer room of the Indianapolis Abe Miller will be co-chairman of the Hebrew Congregation.

About 100 Reservations Made For State JCRC Conference

About 100 reservations have been reportedly received for the state Jewish Community Relations Congress, to be held this weekend at Turkey Run Inn.

Representatives of four national agencies definitely will attend, according to Louis Greenberg, director of the state JCRC.

They are Samuel Holland, Jewish Labor Committee; Phillip Bloom, American Jewish Congress; A. Abbot Rosen, Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, and Louis S. Breier, American Jewish Committee.

The Jewish War Veterans and the Union of American Hebrew Congregations were invited, but had sent no word of response to the JCRC office as of Tuesday.

Beth-El Men’s Club, Sisterhood Announce Committee for County Fair, to Be Jan. 23

Committees have been announced for the Beth-El Men’s club and Sisterhood Community Fair, which will be held Jan. 21 and 22, at Broadmoor Country Club, 1305 N. Delaware at.

The overall chairman, Morris Regen and Mrs. Robert Cantor, announce that all proceeds will be used for religious activities.

Mort Potasnick and Mrs. Louis Rapaport are co-chairmen, and will have charge of the sale of tickets. Bass Weinhoppe, Mrs. Solomon Goldstein are raffle chairman, and co-chairmen are Mr. Solonkin, Mrs. Abe Unger.

Henry Blatt and Mr. Arthur Schwartz are secretaries, Joseph Cohen, and Mrs. Stanley Levinson are advisors; and Mrs. and Mrs. Melina Cohen are publicity chairmen.

Mort Potasnick and Mrs. Julia Goldman are telephone chairmen.

The boths will be manned by the following persons: Mr. and Mrs. Louis Leffel and Mrs. Louis Rapaport, bingo; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brodkey, "lucky" Mr. and Mrs. Norman Abramson, aluminum ware; Robert Cantor and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Rapaport, cigarette cage; Mr. and Mrs. Percy Simmons, photo; Anonymous, fortune telling; Mr. and Mrs. Bill Sabol, money pitching.

Also, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Shane and Mr. and Mrs. David Hollander, cake walk; Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Frisch and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pumpo, grocery; Mr. and Mrs. Sam Widen, food and soft drink; Mr. and Mrs. Joe Solomsky, country store; Mr. and Mrs. Leo Wagnan, blankets; Mr. and Mrs. George Zial, fish pond; Mr. and Mrs. Bill Safirin, darts.

Also, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Cohen, loop throw, in which Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bote, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Levinson and Fred Frisch, sausage bar; Marga and Mmes. Dave Greenberger, Sam Rosen, Jake Weiss and Neta Rapaport, telephone booths.

Beth-El Men’s Club, Sisterhood (Continued on page 4)

Shilling Out Are Nate Kaplan, left, and Murray Albo­man, members of the "chef society" will fashion which turned in $5.00 Per Year
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**Are Men's Padded Shoulders Giving Way?**

**Raconteurs Prefer 'Scanty Diet'-Lines.**

Louis Yaver believes that the ever popular extreme drape suit is rapidly losing ground with the majority of men's dressing clerks. Suits are being stripped of the padding giving the impression of having gone on a diet and stress is being placed on the wearer to take up little space as possible—this trend is in keeping with the smaller brim hats and narrow neckties.

Many men of course will grudgingly concede to the all too definite trend, however with their rare ingenuity of style adaptability they will soon accept a modified version of the extreme or 'sharpy' jacket. Black-Grey flannel suits are being made up with University Men.

**INDIANA FUR CO. FEATURES ROYAL PASTEL MINK WITH SPIRAL SEWS.**

Mr. Fred Davidson of Davidson's Indiana Fur Co. has very proudly presented some of the most luxurious and beautiful furs of the year. In particular the new Aleutian and Royal Pastel Minks as designed by Mr. John and Mr. Leon Fayer, are outstanding. Featured are the new smallly slitting shoulders and spiral slashes in Royal Pastel Mink. Individual dressmaker's handling of furs highlights the showings presented recently. Dominance throughout the collection was the feeling of fur manipulated like cloth, resulting in a variety of luxury designs, many of which might be considered "collector items," for those who have several furs and are looking for something different and spectacu-

**Are Men's Padded Shoulders Giving Way?**

But necklines are lower, often outlined with extra-broad, extra deep slashes. Completely collarless suit necklines are ready for the dramatic accentuating. Tiny forward pointing slashes stem from a collarless back.

Convertible suit necklines are new, some filled in with an inset that may unite to change into lapsels or his fronts. Other convertible styles have striking asymmetrical lines. While mandarins necklines, most popular this year than ever, are in many instances elegantly trimmed with the dainty arbor, complete with a yoke that buttons in or out to meet the occasion or an open design that can be un­folded or united with a more of the fill.

**L.S. Ayres & Co.**

5 to 9 p.m. Sunday in the Hebrew Institute, Mrs. Louis Reck in charge of reservations.

**Ayres' Fabrics, Rough Yet Soft, Are In Extreme Silhouettes**

L. S. Ayres' fabrics in the many featured styles are rough, yet soft like the fluffy tweed used for suits. They're deeply piled, sometimes curly like the noodle cloth used so abundantly for coats. Other fabrics are corded, nibbled and stubbed. They take form as fine textured wools, extra wide wale corduroys, gentile jerseys, smooth rayons, elegant satins, brocades, velvets and velours.

All of this against a warm, deep-toned background often in striking contrasts of color. Black, dramatic scene, is even more dramatic when used as a contrast to brown, red, burnt orange, bright blue or yellow. The choice brown, the bliges, the deep greens are also shown. With the smallest of checks, the finest of stripes and the tiniest of plaid as the key patterns. Silhouettes are very full or very slim. Full skirts appear as pencil skirts or otherwise figure-bugging coats. Full skirts, skirtier too, on suits and dresses.

Necklines on dresses may rile all the way up into a sausy knotted turtle effect. They may appear as high jewel necklines inviting the addition of over-sizes for small women and misses, items," for those who have sev- e a reaction- knitted turtle effect. They may be states that they have de- luxury designs, many of which natural line« in our,» appear as high Jewel neck lines signed many new fashions in half.

Mr. Fred Davidson of Davidson's Indiana Fur Co. has very proudly presented some of the most luxurious and beautiful furs of the year. In particular the new Aleutian and Royal Pastel Minks as designed by Mr. John and Mr. Leon Fayer, are outstanding. Featured are the new smallly slitting shoulders and spiral slashes in Royal Pastel Mink. Individual dressmaker's handling of furs highlights the showings presented recently. Dominance throughout the collection was the feeling of fur manipulated like cloth, resulting in a variety of luxury designs, many of which might be considered "collector items," for those who have several furs and are looking for something different and spectacu-

L. S. Ayres & Co. Franklin 4411

men everywhere are taking the

**ROAD TO FASHION**

**Suits revert to the natural, narrow shoulders and long lines. Cut has become more conservative . . . following more closely the regular lines of the body. Topcoats, too, have taken up the trend . . . with box shoulders, set-in sleeves, and long, narrow tailoring. Fabrics have gone t w e e d, Shetland, and hard-finish worsted.**

**VANITY TOWN**

**WORSTED FLANNEL SUITS 72.50**

"Straight and narrow" tailoring immediately distinguishes this handsome suit as of the lap of the trend. Superably fashioned with natural shoulders, long lines, flap pockets, and smart center vent. Three-button, single-breasted models in navy. Others in tweeds and worsteds.

**THE "SANTA ANITA"**

A two-button Wool Jersey. Wonderful for winter or sportswear.

$10.95

In addition, a varied assortment of plain colors, $6.50 to $7.95.

**YAYER MENS SHOP**

460 N. PENNSYLVANIA

**FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1951**

**THE NATIONAL JEWISH POST**

S. BEND—The Pioneer Women will have a family supper from Pioneer Women to Hold Road to Fashion

**SANTA ANITA**

Ayres' Men's Store, Street Floor, South Building
Or Are They Classics, and Here to Stay?

Men Still Desire Flattering Attire, G. Jacobs Avers

Trends come and go, but Gordon Jacobs of Jacobs Mens Wear, 9 E. Ohio St., still sides with the California Style loose fitting, wedge shaped suits.

Though some other stores are advocating the "Natural" fitter suits, in his opinion it does nothing for the man, and that in the final analysis is what pays off in any fashion. Men are slow and resistant to any change and certainly won't change when a new style detracts rather than adds to their appearance.

A SURPRISING FACT in mens' suit sales, says Mr. Jacobs, is that there is a definite trend away from the double breasted to the single breasted suit. Their sales figures today show a 98% sale of single breasted against double breasted suits. There is of course a good reason for this since the single breasted suit serves more purposes and in Mr. Jacobs' opinion gives the wearer a better appearance.

Sport wear has tended to become a year around item, and men are buying slacks and sport shirts in ever increasing quantities.

SOUTH BEND—Hadassah is saving used nylon hosiery. Women are asked to contribute theirs to a fund raising project of Hadassah, rather than discard it.

REPP STRIPES

In "the ever increasingly popular slim width." The most complete selection west of Boston. "Hand-Rolled Hems."

"Plain Knits also in the narrow width." $2.50

A GREAT SUIT

The NEW WEDGE SHAPE

We really have something here. These suits are comfortable and flattering and different from anything in the city.

Come in. One try-on will show you the difference.

A new design! . . . no taper at your waist ... one full, straight line from shoulders to hips. Trousers are California Styled.

Our Exclusively

Jacobs

MENS WEAR

114 East Washington

"The Word for Style in Indianapolis"
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**Thanksgiving**

New Bamboo Inn, Inc.
Excellent American Dishes
Steaks - Chop - Sea Food
11 A.M. to 12 Midnight
For Reservations WA. 2722

THE BAN-DEE
The Home of Italian Spaghetti Dinners
WINE - LIQUOR - BEER
317 S. Noble - MArket 0211

CRAIGS
6 E. Washington
“Always in Good Taste”
We Ship Candies to Parts of the World

RUDY’S
31-BAR-31
Spaghetti - Pizza - Steaks
Private Party Room
GA. 0974 for Reservations

MANDARIN INN
Chinese and American Foods
Open 11 to 15 Dally and Sunday
Chow Paper Put Up To Take Home
30th & Colgate
(5th above 0536

Your Special Dinners Dally and Sunday
SPAGHETTI • STEAK • CHICKEN
and Other FAVORITE DISHES
And Remember—In Every Town There Is One Good Italian Restaurant and in Indianapolis It Is

MALANO INN
251 S. Noble (700 East—500 South)
—Drive-in Parking—

Chung’s Air Conditioned
LANTERN ROOM
CHINESE - AMERICAN RESTAURANT
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
Open Every Day including Sundays and Holidays From 11 A.M. to 10 P.M.
3766-68 N. Meridian St.
Hl. 9700

Enjoy A Real Thanksgiving Dinner At The
SOUTHERN CIRCLE
DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANT
4000 S. EAST
GA. 0084

We Recommend
JOHNSON’S
RESTAURANT
For Your
THANKSGIVING DINNER

• Delicious Turkey &
Chicken Dinners

• Open till Midnight—
Orders to Take Out—

Electric Living
IS TODAY’S BIGGEST BARGAIN

IWF Supports Bonds
(Continued from page one) dollars next year.
Proven credit coordinators
bodies around the country for
handling the traffic on the bond
and welfare drives to achieve
maximum support from the com-
mittees. Edward M. Dye joins
serves as the Indianapolis coor-
dinator.

“Maximum Results”
“Organ committee worked for
several months to make certain
that both the Jewish Welfare
Federation campaign and the or-
ganization of the bond com-
mittee would be accomplished,
with maximum results,” the let-
ter states.

“Federation leaders, as indi-
viduals, pitched into the bond
campaign from the very start . . .
The Jewish Welfare Federation
would like to call to the attention
of the community that it fully
and completely support the
Four Point program. The sale of
bonds is an integral part of this
program . . . We are asking that
(Daniel Zeffrin, bond chairman)
be answered by your fullest coopera-
tion,” the letter concludes.

Come Celebrate Thanksgiving Here With Us
The Wintergarden
338 Mass. Ave. MA. 6750
ENJOY YOUR
Thanksgiving Dinner
With
EATON’S
642 E. MAPLE RD.
HI. 0466

Adult Square Dance
Set Tuesday at JCC
The first in a series of square
dances for adults will be given
at 8:00 p.m. Tuesday at Kirsh-
baum center, according to Mrs.
Edward Dwyer, chairman of the
adult activities committee.
Miss Thelma Patterson, presi-
dent of the Indianapolis Ameri-
can Youth Hostels, will be the
caller. All dances will be demon-
strated and started for those without previ-
ous experience.

Dress will be informal. Admis-
sion is free to Jewish Commu-
nity members, and will cost 50
cents for non-members.

BARTON HOTEL
Michigan and Delaware
L. O. DOTT, Manager

Aaron & Ruben
Modern Jewish Funeral Home
1949 N. Meridian. HI. 2548
Indianapolis

Hoozer Monument Co.
1900 N. Meridian. WA. 4228

- •- •

0-0-0-0-0-H. BROTHEH!
FOR HOT WATER THAT’S
ALWAYS RIGHT...

Let Ready Do It

Y es, sir . . . You can’t beat the sav-
ing of an automatic Electric water heater, especially when you’re seeking better living,
small living.

For baby’s bath or a load of clothes . . .
dirty dishes or household cleaning . . . the
modern way...

Electric water heating.

There’s nothing to forget.

There’s nothing to worried about.

There’s nothing to know.

The water comes just right...

There’s nothing to worry about.

Worry about

THOMAS RESIDENT CO.
FRANKLIN 1474
INDIANAPOLIS

Plan for saving today, WE Save tomorrow.
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Lee M. Friedman Loses In Boston Council Race

BOSTON (NJP)—Lee M. Friedman, president of the American Jewish Committee for three years, conceded a sure winner was defeated in the race for membership on the city council in last week’s election.

Friedman placed eleventh in a field of eighteen candidates for the nineteen seats on the city council, which had been endorsed by the New Boston League of Jewish Leaders, which won five of the council seats.

Both Friedman and the Committee have been subjects of a pre-election smear campaign. The issue of the magazine, Scoop, which carried the smear, was subsequently withdrawn from circulation following a protest by the Jewish Community Council.

We Thought the Rush Was Over But STILL the Orders

For School Subscriptions Pour In

This week’s orders are topped by 31 for Temple Beth El, of Richmond, Va., and 30 for Temple Society of Concord, of Syracuse, N. Y., and this week’s orders would be assigned to the Union Highland Park, Ill.; Emma Levine of Houston, Tex.; Passaic Hebrew Synagogue, of Passaic, N. J.; Beth Is, of New York City; Beth Israel, of Johnstown, Pa.; Temple Zion Temple, Johnstown, Pa.; Temple Israel of Hollywood, Calif.; and Twin City Jewish Sunday School of Minneapolis.

Here is the total list of schools which have ordered The National Jewish Post this year:

Adath Israel, Trenton, N.J.
Ahavath Olam Etting, New York City, State
Anshe Emeth, Pine Bluff, Ark.
Anshe Emeth, New York, N. Y.
Anshe Emeth, Pine Bluff, Ark.
Beth Israel, Economist, Ky.
Beth Israel, Auburn, N. Y.
Beth Israel, McKeesport, Pa.
Beth Israel, Johnstown, Pa.
Beth El, Highland Park, Ill.
Beth El, Richmond, Va.
Beth El, Charlotte, N. C.
Beth El of Great Neck, N. Y.
Beth El, Dayton, O.
Beth El, Akron, O.
Beth El, Detroit, Mich.
Beth El, Norristown, Pa.
Beth El, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Beth Haverim Hagedol, Chicago, Ill.
Beth Israel, Altoona, Pa.
Beth Israel, Boston, Mass.
Beth Jacob, Newburgh, N. Y.
Beth Israel, Rockville, Md.
Beth Zion, Johnstown, Pa.
Beth Abraham, Des Moines, Ia.
Beth Abraham, Norristown, Pa.
B’nai Israel, New York City.
B’nai Israel, King of Prussia, Pa.
B’nai Israel, New York City.
Central Synagogue of Nassau County, Mineola, N. Y.
Community Temple, Cleveland Heights, O.
Covenant of Peace
Emmanuel, Birmingham, Ala.
Emmanuel, Cleveland, O.
Emmanuel, Houston, Tex.
Emmanuel, Long Island.

Orthodox Criticize MacFarlane On Interfaith

NEW YORK (NJP)—The Rabbinical Council last week criticized the MacFarlane recommendation that interfaith marriage be assigned to the Union of American Hebrew Congregations (Reform body).

In a resolution praising the attempt "to bring order into the American Jewish community," the Rabbinical Council suggested that the Synagogue Council of America, which is composed of all three wings of American Judaism, "is best suited to prevent Jewish life and practice in the non-Jewish world."

PRIVATE GROUP IN ZOA REVIVES NEWS AGENCY

NEW YORK (NJP)—The Zionist Information Service which was discontinued by the Zionist Organization of America for lack of funds, has been reorganized by a private group of 20 leaders, with Abraham Cohn as president.

The Post learned that the news agency was revived after a private meeting of the group in New York several weeks ago.

All the members of the group who attended the meeting have been named as members of the board of the ZINS:

Leo Auerbach, Thomas Cohen, Louis Dienes, Dr. Joseph Dunner, Sholem Brodetsky, Abraham Greenfield, Benjamin E. Gordon, Joseph W. Greenspan, J. Green, Joseph Neumann, Klaus, Edwin A. Koffler, Philipp Lederer, Ralph Liberty, Mayer Metz, Robert I. Miller, Dr. Erwin Neumann, Joseph Neuwirth, Harry Turey, Moses Turey, Isidore S. Turey, Charles Roth, Leo Auerbach, Louis Cohen, Dr. Joseph Dunner, Sholem Brodetsky, Abraham Greenfield, Benjamin E. Gordon, Joseph W. Greenspan, J. Green, Joseph Neumann, Klaus, Edwin A. Koffler, Philipp Lederer, Ralph Liberty, Mayer Metz, Robert I. Miller, Dr. Erwin Neumann, Joseph Neuwirth, Harry Turey, Moses Turey, Isidore S. Turey, Charles Roth.

WHAT ABOUT YOUR SCHOOL?

All over the United States, schools are shifting to the use of The National Jewish Post as classroom material for their upper grades.

Your curriculum too can be made interesting and about Special School Rates

FRANK GROSS
National Jewish Post
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Please send me information about your special school subscription rate.

Name
Address
City, State

ALLOW SEES FATE OF ZOA DETERMINE AT MEETING OF NAC IN CHICAGO NEXT WEEK

LOS ANGELES, Calif. (NJP)—The fate of the Zionist Organization of America may be determined at the three-day session of the National Administrative Council in Chicago, Jacob M. Alkow tolled last week.

Alkow, who is president of the Southern Pacific Region of the ZOA, is leader of the opposition bloc of the ZOA, which is opposed to any affiliation of the ZOA with the General Zionist Party.

Alkow said he hoped the Chicago meeting, which is set for Nov. 22-25, would be a new program acceptable to all members of the ZOA.

"I feel that his proposed compromise plan for the ZOA, which was made and presented to me by my executive director, would be appointed by ZOA president Benjamin Browdy."

The ZOA is controlled by the West Coast Zionist leader said that the Chicago meeting must be able to concentrate on the future course of the ZOA since it will not be burdened with the mass of "disconnecting details of current events."

"I wish to paraphrase," added Alkow, "Dr. Mezvinsky Kaplan's most profound observation that, 'if your house is blighted, you don't call it an exterior decorator—you call it in an architect or an engineer.'"

WON'T BLAME LEADERS

Our 52 year old American Jewish community is blighted and I am not here going to say that the leaders are to blame for any malady affecting the ZOA and its influence in the Jewish community.

"I feel that bold action and consolidation, which will be able to inspire the respect and confidence of the entire community that can be trained in the East, and will rise above partisan bickering, is the only thing that can make a solid American Jewish America which Israel needs in this country."

Brodetsky Resigns; Goldstein Is Mentioned

JERUSALEM—The fact that Prof. Sieg Brodetsky is resigning his presidency of the General Zionist party, and I am not here going to say that the leaders are to blame for any malady affecting the ZOA and its influence in the Jewish community.

"I feel that bold action and consolidation, which will be able to inspire the respect and confidence of the entire community that can be trained in the East, and will rise above partisan bickering, is the only thing that can make a solid American Jewish America which Israel needs in this country."


**NEW YORK—Acting together through the National Community Relations Advisory Council, leading Jewish organizations have urged a federal investigation of the Killing of one of their leaders and the shooting of his companion in Florida.

The NCRAC telegraphed its position to Attorney General A. Mitchell McConnell and sent a copy of the telegram to Governor Fuller Warren of Florida.

NAC Meet In Chicago May Not Be Peaceful

CHICAGO (NJP)—The session of the National Administrative Council of the Zionist Organization of America set here for Nov. 22-25, may not be as peaceful as some have hoped.

Even under the best conditions, the question of the ZOA’s affiliation with the General Zionist Party of Israel was bound to come up for discussion. Jacques Turey, a member of the group from the General Zionist Party of Israel, said that the question of the ZOA’s affiliation with the General Zionist Party of Israel was bound to come up for discussion.

In addition to this fight which might split the ZOA into two parties, this is a presidential year, since Browdy is now serving his second term, the limits allowed by the constitution. This means that the discussion on this question will be complicated by considerations in connection with presidential aspirations of many of the ZOA members.

The NCRAC telegraphed its position to Attorney General A. Mitchell McConnell and sent a copy of the telegram to Governor Fuller Warren of Florida.
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You'll Like Yellowstone's Flavorm—It's Different

Taste Yellowstone and you'll like Yellowstone's single mash formula makes finer whiskey.

It has the genuine old-time Kentucky flavor. Try it today.
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Taste Yellowstone and you'll like Yellowstone's single mash formula makes finer whiskey.

It has the genuine old-time Kentucky flavor. Try it today.
Israel Religious Leaders Says Orthodoxy Sold Short By Rabbis

NEW YORK—(NJP)—The American Council for Judaism found itself embroiled in a bitter controversy with the Union of American Hebrew Congregations this week over an attack on the UAHC's youth organization, the National Federation of Temple Youth, which he said "has done more for the prestige of religion among the non-religious elements in Israel, than any other religious group, or the rabbinate."

"Kibbutz Dati" is an affiliate of Hapoel HaMa'oz, a former member of NFTY and now Director and also Director of the Council's Eastern Regional Council. Off the record, the article says, "Now Dr. Fraenkel, who is a former member of NFTY and now the head of the Reform movement in New York, the Reform group is being taught a lesson by strong implication, called "Jewish nationalism" at its annual summer encampment for Reform group campers. It goes on to say a number of events are taking place in the camp including a visit by Rabbi Samuel Cook, and the合资公司's Advance Policy. It provides from $75 to $300 a month if you are laid up by either accident or sickness. 
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DIGEST OF YIDDISH PRESS
BEN GURION SCORNS YIDDISH, BUT HEREW U. WILL TEACH IT

BY HARRY SAMUEL SILVER

The cause of Yiddish in Israel—so dear to the Yiddish press—experienced a rebuff and a victory during recent weeks. The rebuff came from the pen of David Ben Gurion himself who wrote a lengthy and belated reply to the Jewish Cultural Congress. The Congress had tried to bring B. G. when he was in the U. S. to send him an official plea to stop discriminating against Yiddish. He dismissed it as something of the past, and cold shoulders the notion that it has any place in Israel, "although full freedom will be extended to those who want to use the language."

Recalling at B. G.'s failure to accept Yiddish as part of the treasury of the Jewish spirit and as a valuable asset to-day, the Congress angrily calls a halt in the argument, but B. G. live up to his statement about freedom for Yiddish by removing obstacles towards it. The creation of a Yiddish daily, 23 A permanent Yiddish (heater, 3) Yiddish in the schools, and 6 Publication opportunities for Yiddish writers. All these, the Congress holds, the Israeli government has blocked.

The triumph for the Yiddish language in Israel is the institution, at last long, of a Yiddish department at the Hebrew University. Money for this purpose was offered a generation ago by Louis Segal, late editor of The Forward, and by the famed M. D. Shol. against Yiddish that the $100,000 endowed was not used.

Finally the department has been started to the great glee of all those who want to use the language."
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B'nai B'rith Man Repents Threat Of Withdrawal on MacCall Report

B'NAI B'RITH—Added weight to the threat attributed to the Anti-Defamation League the order of B'nai B'rith to withdraw from the National Community Relations Advisory Council was given here by Leonard Guttman, who represented the A.D.L's chairman on the Council.

"We will not give up our defense activities no matter what the NCRAC says," Guttman assured.

DENATIONALIZATION OF ADL

He emphasized that the order is due to the A.D.L. denationalization of the A.D.L. He said the B'nai B'rith could not afford to have the NCRAC, a coordinating body among Jewish groups, excluded for reasons of ideology or any other small group to discredit, its policies, according to The Jewish Times.

George Hexter, assistant national director of the American Jewish Committee, said the Committee would try to persuade the B'nai B'rith "to be as possible to find common ground for implementing the MacCall report, but couldn't see the real essential autonomy of any agency set up by the representatives of the group.

MACCALL REPORT

He characterized the report as a "disappointing work from such an outstanding group," and said that the A.C.C. Committee felt that the report was based on an "inadequate knowledge of the complexities of Jewish life," according to the Baltimore News- American.

The panel, which was attended by 60 people, heard an hour-long apology read aloud by Assistant Director of the B'nai B'rith Report by Sidney Hollander.

holds his head high before his accusers, his judges, or his exe­ cutors, as he knows that behind him are many who are ready to bear witness to his stand, whose words will reach the world of life or death because he believes that his idea will find other spokesmen and will not simply go to memory. He has interspersed his narra­ tive with his own luminous insight into the nature and method of revolutionary activity, and this may be the best part of the book.

WRITING OF HIS exile to the unexplored region of despair that grips the revolution­ ary when he is the forerunner of his time and he shakes the hand of Theodor Herzl.

To give as many people as possible an opportunity to see and hear the Jewish Theological Seminary has arranged a speaking tour for Dr. Beber. Those who will be lucky enough to shake hands with him will be shaken one of the few remaining hands that shook the hand of Theodor Herzl.

He is Martin Beber.

In the opinion of Gershon Swift, of The Forward, Bober's position is that of a "modern Jew," "Philosopher, orator, explorer, sociologist, and a teacher's teacher. Bober has just retired from the faculty of Heidelberg University." He has been brought to the U. S. by the Jewish Theological Seminary.

Born in Vienna, educated in Lamberg, he taught Jewish religious philosophy at Frankfurt. He went to America in 1943, when the Hitler, allied himself with Dr. Jadward, "the brutal Bolshe­ vita" movement for winning the friendship of the Arab. He has disciples everywhere, and is regarded as an intellectual giant in the non-Jewish world as well as in the Jewish one.
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San Francisco had been picketed. Trouble!

Rabbi Kramer acknowledged that "I am beginning to suspect an unhealthy influence operating within the Synagogue Council," Rabbi Essrig wrote.

"Bonds for Arms and Liberation," Rabbi Essrig asserted that the SCA "has never refused a potential large bond purchasers "may expect to "receive such a promotion step and as such should be fought by the Council rather than encouraged."
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Defends "Kissing Rabbis";
"Adds Warmth," She Says

PHILADELPHIA—(NFS)—A potential klisee here rose to the defense of rabbinical kissing, provided the explanation serves to bring "the individual closer to his people."

In a letter to the Philadelphia Jewish Times commenting on the specifications of columnist "Baruch Haba" as to the placing of "Kissing rabbits" in Jewish life, Mrs. M. G. Glenn wondered if it "meant something to some people if they say 'Good Shabbos' to the Rabbi and get a kiss instead of going home, with a comfort in their hearts."

"Today we are living in such a cold world," she wrote, "that many people should find warmth in a synagogue."

THE RECORD RACK
STARTS OUT TO REVIEW 9 RECORDS, BUT CAN'T PASS MOYSE YUSSER'S

By JOSEPH GALE
TODAY, as is occasionally our custom, we bullwring you with an account of nine single records, one by RCA Victor, the remainder by a number of discographically-discouraged co-workers as Mooshe Op- stern, Miriam Weis, Ran- sche, Yoash Gladstone, Maurice Gue- rchoff, Nat Spencer and Eddie Mar- shall.

"Chazzan" JOSEPH GALE America, (RCA) from the musical comedy "The Singing Black- smith," is, as the title suggests, a contemporary version of what a Chazzan might have been if his vocal art to be infiltrated by and saturated with the rhythms of this country. The conception, slicking and not overly broad, is a welcome addition to the scant recorded repertoire of vanishing Jewish musical comedy.

WE were mildly startled at the heterogeneity of rhythm employed by Mooshe Oyster and Florence Weis, the duetists in this one, but decided the lamp- post probably justified the measures. On the reverse side, Oyster and Moishe Weis are featured in "A Zeml," from the same production. This is a perfectly in- tentional kind of duet until three- quarter's through, when the artists slip into swing style, and the joint begins to jump.

I like the remaining having noting against the inconstant accompaniment of prancing the rabbin- cal-perpetual path with a be- hemoth-sonny and a hot-fala-chali. Moishe Oyster manifests what perfoms the double office of sounding like both sexes at simultaneous times. Oyster finds us lip with delight, whether he chooses to be like some people behind the footlights or a jocerin. He is an excellent, al- though somewhat confusing causo, and in costume, is without par- ticular blame.

MUSICAL comedy has altered in the tender days. In trying to change with the times, the Jewish stage is perhaps at- tempt ing to survive. Fond foolish thought! Goodbye, end of era! This well better worth in my days than in his."

Hanging on at this length about a libel somewhere we find ourselves out of mood to discuss the other eight, but may possibly justify the measures. On the reverse side, Oyster and Miss Weis are featured in "A Zeml," from the same production.
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REPORT FROM HOLLYWOOD

SAYS "FOX" PRODUCERS TAKEN IN;
MORE BY AGUDAH ON "D. AND B."

SHMONEY WINCELBerg

T he "Boxer" producer was here of doing a straight critique of a certain screen happenings he was unacquainted with preserved shots with which the action is padded have been drawn from among the best of British documentaries. There is no question that in choosing a recent entry general for the hero of a film, Mr. Zanuck once again, had a rather brave man. The real folk, I imagine, lies in Brigadier General Desmond Young's naively admiring biography of the late Nazi General Erwin Rom­ mel, and the even greater naivete of Mr. Man­ nally Johnson, the film's writer and producer, who apparently made no attempt at all to look at the true record of the man he was glorifying; though, perhaps unintentionally, even the film WICNELCEMBERG says that Rommel remained a blank fol­ lower of Hitler almost until the very end.

T IERRIE is probably not another film critic in the business who researches his facts and conclusions as thoroughly and con­scientiously as Herbert Luft, the "As We See It" columnist for the Frankl'ith Messenger, L.A. correspondent for the NFS, and the even greater naiveté of Mr. Num­ nally Johnson, the film's writer and producer, who apparently made no attempt at all to look at the true record of the man he was glorifying; though, perhaps unintentionally, even the film
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What Foods These Morsels Be

Traditional Jewish Dishes Moser Made To Use

MORE IDEAS on stuffing that Thanksgiving fest

PINEAPPLE-NUT STUFFING
4 cups stale bread, diced
1 tablespoon salt
1/2 cup celery, chopped fine
2 tablespoons oil
1/4 cup pineapple, diced
1 cup walnuts, chopped fine
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 cup melted fat
1 teaspoon pepper
1 teaspoon sage
Mix ingredients lightly but well in order named.

POTATO STUFFING
2 cups mashed potatoes
1/2 cup soft bread crumbs
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon pepper
1/4 cup melted fat
Mix ingredients together lightly but well.

KASHE (BUCKWHEAT GROATS)
2 1/2 cups boiling water
1/4 cup melted fat
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup chopped onions
egg (optional)
Mix together with buckwheat granuls, paprika, and egg. Place in a greased baking dish, and let brown in oven at 350 degrees. Add hot water, add fat, and mix well. If desired to add onions, brown them in hot fat, and add. Cover dish, and let bake 20 minutes or until tender. Use as a stuffing; or stir into gravy and serve with roast meat.

What a man will do for BEECH-NUT COFFEE!

Our largest catalog—more than two thousand names and addresses of people interested in Jewish life; school city by city without mail order. Write for your Free Catalogue.

Horowitz-Margareten, Inc.
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**An Injustice To The Z.O.A.**

SEVERAL Anglo-Jewish papers recently have carried two news items emanating from the American Jewish Congress of New York, which, in my estimation, show irresponsibility. But we have been too preoccupied for some time past with the activities of the Central Organization of American Jews, in which we have been finding far more satisfactory issues to press our enthusiasm.

Both the items refer to the fact that the American Zionist, which you may know better as the American Jewish Committee, has been busy with the organization of the Zionist Organization of America, in its last issue only was 16-page tabled for the first time in almost a decade.

Now it may be true that as the news story continues that the Z.O.A. recently has been a large subject for just the reaction of the Israel rabbinate in their own country, every one else in a while.

We feel it would be most helpful if at the next meeting, at the attendance at some Reform Colonies In Israel

To be sure this is a large subject for just the reaction of the Israel rabbinate in their own country, every one of us a while.

We feel it would be most helpful if at the next meeting, at the attendance at some Reform Colonies in Israel...
EDITOR, National Jewish Post:

I have read with great interest the report held at the J. B. H. 48th in which Rabbi Mishkin expresses his views about the kashruth at the projected Long Island Jewish Hospital. While we all agree that it is very important that kashruth be maintained, the statement made by Rabbi Mishkin is one of the most derogatory opinions about the Jewish people. In fact, this statement is a gross misrepresentation of the situation and is not in keeping with the principles of the Jewish people.

Rabbi Mishkin states that American Jews are beginning to “differentiate orthodoxy from other schools of thought” and that “American Jews are beginning to worship facilities far, far away from the kashruth standards.” This is an absolute misrepresentation of the situation. The Jewish people have always adhered to the principles of kashruth and remain steadfast in their commitment to maintaining these standards.

It is important for all of us to recognize the importance of kashruth in the Jewish community and to support the organizations that uphold these principles. We must continue to educate ourselves and others about the significance of kashruth in our lives and work together to ensure that these principles are upheld and respected.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
TO READ FROM TORAH IN THE PAST SHOWS WHERE WOMEN PERMITTED

In your Oct. 19, issue, Milton Castle of Chicago chided Rabbi Sholom DovBer of Cleveland for quoting a passage from the Talmud (Megilla 12b) which states that a woman may not read in the Torah service. He forcefully argues against this and states that he is only reciting the blessings. The author of these gossips, Rabbi Israel H. Levenhal, quotes his teacher, the famed Rabbi Meir Kotler of Rockleigh, New Jersey: "There are no Israelites (non-Kohanim or women) who should read (out of the Torah) but Levies should not. But if there are only Kohanim in the congregation and not a single Israelite, then Levies should read the first two portions and Kohanim after the women should read." Similarly, a glance to the Sotah Aruch, Orshay Hayim, 259, implies that women may read out of the Torah at a congregation provided that they do not completely nullify the required number of seven. It is perhaps significant that the authorities who permitted women to read from the Torah at a public service lived during the high Middle Ages in non-Jewish localities, while Malomotot and Caro lived under Islamic rule. This is consistent with the views of those who are authorized to read from the Torah at a public service of women at different periods and places. ARTHUR ZUCKERMAN

SAYS ISRAEL 'GENERAL,' ZIONISM DIFFERS FROM AMERICAN BRAND

Rabbi Levinthal concludes that Jewish feeling that encouraged the resolve of those of us who were brought up in the face of Zion and will not abandon it.

It is my feeling that the vote of the Zionist Convention does not accurately reflect the opinions of the rank and file of the Zionist membership. We shall, of course, continue to be affiliated with the Zionist Organization even though some of us are strongly opposed

to the present transformation of the organization into a political body. We shall work for a speedy reconsideration and rescinding of this action in the hope that some reasonable compromise may be reached.

The exact count of readers of the above is not important. It is true that what is published in the Jewish Daily News is read not only in New York, but also Outside the New York, in Philadelphia, Los Angeles, and elsewhere.

I do not have the opportunity to meet and talk with any one I meet in Omaha had words of high praise to do service to organization and community.

CARL ALPERT

The Second Edition of H. Brinberg's PRAYERBOOK FOR SABBATH AND FESTIVALS
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ISRAEL

AMERICANS DO WELL IN ISRAEL EVEN AS HEbrew TEACHERS

BY M. Z. FRANK

HAIFA—Yesterday I had supper with the Sherevshtys who had just arrived a few days ago. Leon Sherevshty, after a year at the University of Technology in Haifa, decided to make Israel his home and to de­vote himself to the work of teaching Hebrew. In Jerusalem he has made intensive courses in ancient and modern Hebrew. He is an outstanding social worker. I told him that I knew some of the boys in his class after only a few days. When he came to the university he was an American boy. Since he was here temporarily, he worked with the Jewish Agency for Palestine in commencing both here and Jerusalem. They went to the beach in the morning and I was there to try to induce both of them to take the course at Nahariya. It was a modern Hebrew school in Haifa, I believe, and I am now a Hebrew speaking psychologist for the National Jewish Post for the people of New York and the whole country.

WHAT'S Nahariya? In 1936, when the question of partition­in Haifa and is now a Hebrew speaking chief psychologist for the backward children of the Youth Aliyah in the Haifa district.

My daughter, a good English, and a somebody from Yugoslavia, and somebody from the Sudan, and Barry Bleiweiss of Toronto and anybody else who speaks Hebrew, and having Louis Sherev­shel and Yehuda Shoval went to work to induce both of them to have supper with me. We decided to make it a friendly dinner. The kids are sabras and speak a good Hebrew, but, unlike the rest of the kids, they do not have respect for their elders. That is not a fair tale. I don't believe that any of them would listen to me. They are his favorite teachers and he was pleased to hear it. Naharlyah is so pretty. It looks like a botanical garden. Perhaps.

Since the State was established, the population of Nahariyah jumped from about 2,000 to 10,000. If that were not enough, along comes Louis Sheweit and hires a couple of the best hotels in the name of the Ministry of Education and converts them to schools. The kids are absurds and speak a good Hebrew, but, unlike the rest of the kids, they do not have respect for their elders. That is not a fair tale. I don't believe that about any of them, even in Naharlyah. Since I came here I have seen a new species of cactus plant in Mikveh Israel, which had no pricks. On the same day I was in Mikveh Israel, and I was told that a new species of cactus plant, which he told me he was born in Israel. "Are you a cactus with or without prickles?" I asked him. "I don't know," he said. It is not.

Back to classes goes the old student, Louis Shewed. His famous colle­ student in the U.S., Dr. Abraham Fleischer, famous edu­ cator and chairman of Rockefeller General Education Board division of Jewish education, came to Nahariyah. The Nahariyah-born student "who had left the London Institute in Jerusalem when they were put through an intensive course at the Hebrew University." He is not. He is the best liked prof among the students.

A good Jewish, and a somebody from Yugoslavia, and somebody from the Sudan, and Barry Bleiweiss of Toronto and anybody else who speaks Hebrew, and having Louis Sheweit and Yehuda Shoval went to work to induce both of them to have supper with me. We decided to make it a friendly dinner. The kids are sabras and speak a good Hebrew, but, unlike the rest of the kids, they do not have respect for their elders. That is not a fair tale. I don't believe that about any of them, even in Naharlyah. Since I came here I have seen a new species of cactus plant in Mikveh Israel, which had no pricks. On the same day I was in Mikveh Israel, and I was told that a new species of cactus plant, which he told me he was born in Israel. "Are you a cactus with or without prickles?" I asked him. "I don't know," he said. It is not.

Back to classes goes the old student, Louis Shewed. His famous colle­ student in the U.S., Dr. Abraham Fleischer, famous edu­ cator and chairman of Rockefeller General Education Board division of Jewish education, came to Nahariyah. The Nahariyah-born student "who had left the London Institute in Jerusalem when they were put through an intensive course at the Hebrew University." He is not. He is the best liked prof among the students.

Jewish leaders. The delegation included American and British representatives, with Sir Terence Stamp as the leader. The delegation planned to meet with the Israeli government to discuss the country's policies and to encourage economic and cultural cooperation.

U.S. Jewish Leaders Lead Delegation to Israel

NOTES

The family of the late Bob Stahl has announced that the Rock Island Chapter of the National Jewish Post will honor Bob Stahl with a memorial service on November 16th.

Our Service and Facilities En­

A proclamation was issued by the American Jewish Committee, calling for a "Day of Prayer for Peace" on November 22nd.

The American Jewish Committee announced that it had received a $5,000 gift from the Congregational Union of America in support of its peace efforts.

PISER Memorial Chapel

FURTH AND COMPANY

Downloadable Memorial Services

Contact: "To A Better Service To Our Testate"
Ed Norman Sees Disappearance Soon of Judaism in Diaspora

NEW YORK—(JNP)—A dreary picture of the disappearance of Judaism outside of Israel in the next few generations was painted by a Jewish worker for Israel, who is also president of the American Jewish Committee.

He is Edward A. Norman, president of the American Friends for Israel Institutions.

Taking part in a symposium in the first issue of American Judaism, organ of the Reform Movement, Norman said that "indications were that in the next few years, few people outside of Israel will care to lead a Jewish life because they will be highly adapted to their various countries and able to participate fully in the lives thereof while a Jewish life outside of Israel will appear sterile."

He presented the classic reasoning that a Jewish state was "viable assurance of Jewish group continuity" and that therefore the principal reason for Jews remaining outside of Israel had been removed. "In a free environment," he said, "no religion without a valid appeal can hold adherents. Attachment to a segregationist religion like Judaism, focused as it is on a national life pertaining to no country but Israel, has its tangible disadvantages."

Norman, who was writing on the subject, "Living a Full Jewish Life in the Diaspora," disagreed with every other participant in the symposium. Jacob Blaschke, Rabbi Israel Goldstein, and Judge Proshofer, all affirmed their belief that a full Jewish life, with various gradations, can be lived outside of Israel.

The Zionists fared no better than did Judaism at Norman's hands. He saw it "searching for a reason for existence" and appearing "to be headed for rapid disappearance."

Norman saw the Jews of today outside of Israel as "a wearyly more than nominal Jew with rare exception."

Win Your Own Chanukah Gift!!

Join the growing number of boys and girls who have earned a handsome Columbia Bicycle by turning in 2 new subscriptions to The Post

You Too Can Own
America's Most Famous Bicycle

FIND OUT HOW EASY IT IS
To Earn a Columbia Bicycle by Securing ONLY a few New (renewals not accepted on this offer) Subscriptions to The National Jewish Post from friends and relatives.

Write Now! Today! To
FRANK GROSS, Circulation Manager
THE NATIONAL JEWISH POST

And full particulars will be rushed to you.
The National Jewish Post

NAMES IN THE NEWS

Rabbi Replies Sternly To Question How Much Hebrew Should Reform Jewish Child Learn

THE FATHER who asked; "How much should an infant be made to understand?"

Replied the Rabbi: "Not a sharp reply from Rabbi Abraham J. Twersky of Har Sinai Congregational. You asked also; "I'm a Rabbi, though Shusterman. He is the parent for that he did not have time for question, and his answer was; "Should the Har Sinai SHUSTERN" Brotherhood Rite that it be "Suppose the question was changed to 'How many Hebrew or English or Spanish should Jewish learn?" Required Rabbi Shusterman. "The answer would be; 'As much as possible.' Why is it that only Hebrew, the sacred language of Israel, takes such question, as yours?"

Add 1 Week

A NEW way of emphasizing the value of Hebrew and Judaism was devised by Dr. Gerson Carmel, of the Hebrew University (Clemence) Temple Brotherhood as quoted in the Organizing department of Dr. Charles Cohen, temple that 'It is a new past the 167,000th Friday evening that we Child of Israel' to this. As such, Shusterman to this question, the United Synagogue of America and the Conference on Jewish World Organization, Alliance Is-

ISRAEL NO GUARANTEE FOR JUDAISM-SILVER

NEW YORK-J(NIP).-The Jewish War Veterans this week moved a resolution opposing the picture during opening for the 1951 campaign of the age of 73. Volovick was blind and then asked a question of the parent who asked; "How much Hebrew should a Jewish child learn?" to this. As such, Shusterman to this question, the United Synagogue of America and the Conference on Jewish World Organization, Alliance Is-

20 Jewish Bodies Help On Decision On Offer

20 Jewish Bodies Help On Decision On Offer

The meeting, officially known as the Conference on Jewish Claims Against Germany was attended by representatives of 20 Jewish organizations of the west to meet in the United States were brought to the same time. The question of "Who is a Jew?" to this. As such, Shusterman to this question, the United Synagogue of America and the Conference on Jewish World Organization, Alliance Is-

Believe Paris Talks On Peace Broken Up

PARIS—The negotiations between Israel and the Arab Nations, which were completed on March 23, end with the Israeli delegation ad-

Of Atlanta. Ga.-were recently sponsored and participated in the new Congregation Beth Joseph in following the formal dedication of the Hebrew Taber-

The majority of the Jewish

Israel No Guarantee for Judaism-Silver

NEW YORK-J(NIP).-Rabbi Abba Hillel Silver declared last week that while world Jewry will continue to pride in and support Israel, "a political state cannot be counted to present a spiritual heritage."

He uses a dole landmark quarterly joint of the American Hebrew Congregations' House of Living Judaism, the major Jewish

The majority of the Jewish
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NEW YORK-J(NIP).-Rabbi Abba Hillel Silver declared last week that while world Jewry will continue to pride in and support Israel, "a political state cannot be counted to present a spiritual heritage."

He uses a dole landmark quarterly joint of the American Hebrew Congregations' House of Living Judaism, the major Jewish

The majority of the Jewish

The majority of the Jewish

Believe Paris Talks On Peace Broken Up

PARIS—The negotiations between Israel and the Arab Nations, which were completed on the negotiations some weeks ago as a result of the guarantees in the armistice agreements.

The Israeli delegation said it would be willing to deal with some negotiations either under the Commission or any other agency of the UN.

The Israeli delegation said it would be willing to deal with some negotiations either under the Commission or any other agency of the UN.

The Israeli delegation said it would be willing to deal with some negotiations either under the Commission or any other agency of the UN.
B'nai B'rith to Give Thanksgiving Baskets

MICHIGAN CITY - The Marshall Kottler lodge of B'nai B'rith will distribute Thanksgiving baskets to needy families. Members have been asked to contribute canned goods and other food items.

Jan Bart, Music Trio to Star At Israel Bond Rally In S. Bend

S. BEND — Jan Bart and a musical trio will headline an Israel Bond rally, at 8 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 27, at the Sinai Synagogue. Bart is a recording artist, and a star of stage, screen and radio. He has recently finished his acting in "Catskill Honeymoon," a movie which is being released through major entertainment channels.

Sara, Moshe and Elyakum are the trio. Sara Fogel is a lyric soprano from Cincinnati, who sings on the ABC network. Elyakum Shapira is an Israeli musician, studying at the Juilliard School of Music. Moshe Buchholz is a graduate of Juilliard. He is a former member of the Haganah, and he learned Arabic and Israeli tunes while a shepherd in Upper Galilee, it is reported.

J. J. Kohen is S. Bend chairman of the Israel Bond drive.

IHC Rabbi to Review 'Lie Down in Darkness'

Rabbi Maurice Goldblatt will review "Lie Down in Darkness," by William Siyron, at 10:30 a.m. Tuesday, at the Indianapolis Hebrew Congregation. It will be the third in a series of four book reviews he is giving this month, under the auspices of the Temple Sisterhood. Mrs. David Cook will introduce him and Mmes. Robert Netzorg, Robert Finn and Jules Gradison will usher. The public is invited.

In Television The Best Costs No More

SAVE $40.00

G.E. Black Daylight Television

NOW At New Low Price

WAS $289.95

NOW $249.95

17" Table Model

With Matching Base Valued at $24.95 at No Extra Cost

This combination gives an authentic console effect.

Genuine Mahogany veneer.

Big 17" Screen

GE Black Daylight Television with pictures as big as life, as real as life

SEE IT AT HOME APPLIANCE

3460 N. ILLINOIS
The ceremony was performed at 2 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 4, at Hotel Gary in Gary, by Rabbi Ellis Z. Kahn. Approximately 150 guests attended the service, reception and dinner.

Mrs. Ralph Schwartz, Fort Wayne, was matron of honor. Misses Muriel Cohen, Indianapolis; Julius Purey of Culver; Sehankerman and Bess, Mabel Marcus, Jane Purey, Norman Louis and Sam Schamberg; Bar Friedman, son of Mr. and Mrs. S. Benders at the ceremony in B'nai Zion Congregation, Chicago. Rabbi Garfinkle officiated.

The bride carried a bible 75 years old, an heirloom of the Levy family. Her sister, Mrs. Inadene Gross, Indianapolis, was matron of honor. Emil S. Rodman, St. Louis, the groom's brother-in-law, attended him. Members of the immediate family only attended the wedding. Out-of-town guests were Mourn, and Minnie. Emil S. Rodman, Mike Gillman, Ben Gillman and son, Edward Bearman, Henry S. Levy and Louis R. Levy, and Mrs. Fannie Gilman and Robert Haufszater of St. Louis, and Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Gillman of Indianapolis. The couple will live in Ft. Wayne after a honeymoon in Florida.

Mildred Fox, Harvey Levy Wed Nov. 11

Mildred Fox, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Fox, Ft. Wayne, and Harvey A. Levy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis E. Levy, Clayton, Mo., were married at 3 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 11, at the Washington hotel, Indianapolis. Rabbi Garfinkle officiated.

The bride carried a bible 75 years old, an heirloom of the Levy family. Her sister, Mrs. Inadene Gross, Indianapolis, was matron of honor. Emil S. Rodman, St. Louis, the groom's brother-in-law, attended him. Members of the immediate family only attended the wedding. Out-of-town guests were Mourn, and Minnie. Emil S. Rodman, Mike Gillman, Ben Gillman and son, Edward Bearman, Henry S. Levy and Louis R. Levy, and Mrs. Fannie Gilman and Robert Haufszater of St. Louis, and Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Gillman of Indianapolis. The couple will live in Ft. Wayne after a honeymoon in Florida.

Alan Hirshberg Bar Mitzvah

Alan Hirshberg, son of Mr. and Mrs. Inadore Hirshberg, was bar mitzvah Oct. 27 at Adath Israel Synagogue. A kiddush followed, and the family held an open house the same evening. Sidney Bernstein and Mrs. Rebecca Hirshberg are grandparents.

SILVER PHARMACY

"A Family Drug Store for Every Member of the Family"

In Indianapolis, Indiana, Stay at

Hotel Claypool

Completely rebuilt, the "New" Claypool is without a doubt one of the most distinctive downtown hotels. Conveniently located in the heart of Indianapolis, you'll find the Claypool unsurpassed in courteous "service that's worth remembering."

"Next Time Choose the Claypool"

An Affiliated National Hotel
Friday, November 16, 1951
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THE POST Recommends

RETAIL SALES

We Sell Famous Named
B. F. Goodrich Silver-town Tubular Tiles
Television and Radio
Leonard & Sons (All-Brand) Refrigerators - Ranges
General Electric - G.E. Small Appliances
Schiller Bilt Rayles
B. F. GOODRICH
44 N. Delaware St Market

FLASH! FLASH! The Beth-El B’nai B’rith Men’s club had a terrific kick-off “Lotke” party last week in the Beth-El basement. It was terrible weather, yet over 200 attended! The “County Fair” will have all kinds of booths, new and different and according to the rumor mill it will be a stupendous affair! And conclude to the “Turkey Trot” on Thursday, Nov. 22. Thanks giving eve at the Sevenoak Hotel.

REGOS, SARAH and MANUEL, BEIG, LILL and DAVID GRANOWSKY Those lovely couple who are leaving any day now for a European tour! Also BARGAIN BILL’S

Mr. and Mrs. Homer Rammelsberg! There should be no less than 12 to 15 hundred who would like to be there (this was written on Monday)! Keep up the good work, Rammelsberg!

HELLO, ARLENE BAKES of Chicago! Aren’t you surprised to see your name? (tee hee) . . . Flash! It’s now Cape, Sam Mintel, who after five years in the past war, has been recalled! Stationed at the marine base in Squanton, Mass. Are you surprised to see your name? (tee hee) . . . Flash! I know I speak for everyone when I say, “Good luck, Sammie!”. . . The Link Club’s annual dance will be Dec. 8 at Butler’s Atherton hall!

BODGA MOTOR CO.
Kaiser - Frazer - Dealer.
1018 N. Meridian St. PL 5075

FOURTEEN VARIOUS COFFEE MAKERS IN STOCK

WEEDMANNS FINE BEER

FUEL

CASADY FUEL & SUPPLY CO.

IMENTAL CONTRACTORS

ACOUSTICAL INSULATION

Midland Engineering Co., Inc.
1501 Kentucky Ave. AT. 7400
INDIANAPOLIS

APPLIANCES

Hot Point Appliances Complete Kitchens and Laundry Small Appliances and

IM. 2537 - CALL - IM. 5837
JOE HAVENS CO.
1975 Ys. Ave. S. R. Corner

HOURS: 8 A.M. - 12 P.M.

BODY SHOPS

“Be Safe” With Body Co., Inc.
Coachman Body Shop

“Work Guaranteed” Listed under “Auto Paint” or “Auto Body Repair”
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King Conveneyance Home
On pulling an 88 year old lady to the gas station. It was a very long and tedious job.
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FURNITURE

Halberstam & Emerson

Adairs Furniture
A Complete Furniture Store
Avery N. Gibson
1451 Wade Phone GA. 6341

HEATING

AAA Heating Co.
ROOFING & HEATING
Carr. & Grimes
Oil Furnaces
Oil Burners
Repair All Kinds Furnaces - New Smoke Pipes
234 W. Pearl St. PL 5298
Residence Phone—WA. 3012

HEATING

Clem’s Drive-In Radio Shop
Work Done On All Makes and Models
151 W. 4th St. PL 7670

RETAIL SALES

SHOP BY PHONE

BLOCH’S

PERSONAL SHOPPING Service
Capitol 8511

CAPITOL CITY SUPPLY CO., INC.
211 E. ST. CLAIR ST. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.